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Acrostic Poem 

by Simon 

 

 Slide, swirl, swoosh 

Love it! 
Exciting 

Down the hill 
Dashing through the snow 

Into the wet snow 

No more unhappiness  

Going faster, faster, faster!! 
   

 

 
 
 

Excitement 

By Simon 
 

I’m suddenly free! 

My heart dances with happiness, 

my mind jumps with joy, 

my spirit spins with amazement. 

Inside, I soar with 

excitement! 
 

 

  



 
 

Winter’s Inspiration 

by Nana 

 

Winter drops fell from the sky 

Into the white winter wonderland 

Nothing but loud screams and happy shouts 

Together we were enjoying the 

Endless fun of winter’s inspiration 

Reaching out to taste the white 

Snow 

 

Inspiration was in the air 

No boundaries in the 

Splendorous snowy fun 

People smiling 

In the winter wonderland 

Restless sleds 

And the never ending fun of a 

Tremendous experience 

In the cold 

Outside wonder with 

No boundaries 

 

  



 
 

Spinning 
by Lily B. 

 
Getting ready 

Ready to sled 

Mr. C gives me a spin down the hill 
Spinning 

Dizzy 

Yelling “AAAAAAAAAAA” 

Will it stop? 

It ends 

Dizzy 

Kids up the hill say “That was awesome”! 

I come up 

I go back to the end of the line  
Waiting for a turn again. 

 

 

 

Falling Off   
By Lily B. 
 

White blurs fill the air 

Screams of joy everywhere 

Fresh snow being flung into the sky 

Snow blinds me 

As I tumble 

Stumble 

Crash 

Burn and meet the hard white earth 

As I fall off my sled 

 

 

  



 
 

Winter Thrills 

Sophie T. 
 

Down a mountain 

At five-hundred miles per hour 

Racing down a mountain 

An endless mountain 

Or so it seems 

We travel down this mountain 

Reluctantly and willingly 

At the same time 

Crash 

Bang 

Fall 
We constantly trip 

Turn 

Spin 

Twirl 
We constantly go backwards 

Though we don’t try 

Even when we seem to reach the end 

We keep going 

And going 

And going 

Until we are cold, wet, and dizzy 
A loud, shrill noise signals the end 

We stop 

And go into pure warmth 

Sledding 
 

  



 
 

Sledding The Life  
By Henrik  

 

The speed  
The exhilaration  
The wind tearing at my jacket  
“This is living!” I thought  
as I slowly moved towards the brink of the hill.  
 
I shot down the hill like a bullet.  
Adrenaline pumping through my veins  
When I got halfway down  
a huge wave of nausea hit me. 
I tumbled down the hill head over heels 
as I came to a stop on my back  
my whole body relaxed.  
Why is the world spinning?  

 
I looked; I saw a blur.  
It was growing at an enormous rate. 
How is that possible?  
I then distinguished a grey and orange hat  
from the blur.  
Then a sled so low to the ground  
I could almost not see it then . . . BAM!  
I was nailed to the ground once again.    

 

 

  



 
 

Snow Slide  
By Emilio 

 

When I go outside  
there is a big snow slide.  
I like to ride it ‘cause  
it’s basically a snow tide.  
Surfing on the snow.  
Don’t want the snow to go.  
Snow on my face  
just like a snow cake.  
You know it’s the kind you bake!  
Now it’s my turn.  
Maybe there is something new to learn.  
Like how to twist and turn.  

Man! You just got Burned!  

 
 
 

Snow Slide  
By Emilio 

Slippery snow slide 

Long leapy sled 

Extraordinary exciting Writing 

Defrosted from Hot cocoa 

Dealing with delightful kids 

Ice cold inpatient youngsters 

Never looking back 

Good joyful time 

  



 
 

Snowflakes  
by Helen 
 
Shimmering 
 

Numerous 

 

Overflowing 

 

Wintry 

 

Frosty 

 

Lovely 

 

Amusing 

 

Kneading into snow balls 

 

Exquisite 

 

 

  



 
 

Snowy Days 
by Sophie P 

 
Sparkling snow 
Not a kid with a frown 
Outside is perfect 
White wintery wonder 
Yahoo! It is so much fun 

 
Down everyone tumbles into the snow 
Achoo! We are all sniffling 
Yet we love it 
Snowy days 

 

 

 

Go Again 
by Sophie P 

 

Aaaahhhhh! 
Crash! 

I tumble into the crunchy cold ground 
My ear 

is plugged 
with snow 

Half my face 
is covered 

in cold, crackly ice 
I come up the hill, laughing 

and digging snow out of my ear 
Snnnniffff 

Mr. C is laughing too 
I reach 
the top 

and get in line 
to go 
again 

 

 

  



 
 

Sledding 
By Brooke 

 
 

As I walked out of my school  

I saw every fifth grader slip, sliding on sleds down the hill.  

It was my turn to sled.  

I started to go down the hill when  

Swoosh! snow splattered all over my face!  

I thought that was actually fun!  

I went down the hill a bunch more times.  

I went on other people’s sleds too, not just mine.  

Some of the sleds I went on  

made me do flip flop into a flurry of people.  

Those sleds made me think of the word - 

fun.  

But some of the other sleds I tried out  

made me think of the word –  

boring.  

Over all I had a great time! 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Best Day Ever 

by Kai 
 
 

“Why Change That?” 

sledding 

down the hill 
speeding 

on the jump 

flying  
through the air 

BOOM! 
on the ground 

again? 

over and over 

Really, 
why change that 

 

 

“This Is True Speed” 

we race down  
flying with great speed 

landing and still going 

This is true speed 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Winter’s Inspiration Poetry 

by Ethan 

 

The full 5th grade is out to play 

Having fun on a snowy day 

Time to dive into the snow 

Until it’s time we have to go 

Such a snowy day to play 

 
 

A Winter Acrostic 
by Ethan 

 

Snow and screams 

Laughter  

Extraordinary fun 

Delightful 

Definitely a tradition 

Inspiring 

Noisy and awesome 

Giant sleds sliding 

 

 

 

  



 
 

The Rush 

By Eja 

 

The rush you get when you feel the winter breeze on your face 

when you step outside the door into the cold.  
 

The rush you get when you go on your sled for the first time all 

winter. 
 

The rush you get when you face plant into the snow after a 

wipeout on your sled.  
 

The rush you get when you’re on your sled with a friend, and 

you both are screaming your lungs out for no reason. 
 

The rush you get when it’s your last sled until it’s time to go in, 

you make the most out of it.  
 

The rush you get when you finally come inside to the warm 

building, and have some tasty hot chocolate.  
 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Snowflakes 

by Taylor 
 

Winter fairies coming down 

from the sky 

It’s really fun and I know why 

 

Snow is melting on your tongue 

giving you the shivers 

Snow is melting in boots 

that’s because It’s Winter 

 

Suddenly snow is melting away 

saying a long goodbye 

No more snow is coming  

down from the sky 

 

  



 
 

Cold White Winter  
by Rachel 
 
Children 

Running 

Sliding on their 
Stomachs 

Like 

Playful penguins 

Down  
Down 

Down the hill they go 

Push 

Calm 

Breeze 

Fast 
Faster 
Lightning fast 
Harsh 

Unforgiving 

Cold 

Snow hits your face 

White snow 

Looks like heaven 

When you face your  
Fears to try  
Joyful light 
Gleaming 

In everyone outside 

As I watch silently 

Smiling 

At 
The shrieks 

That 
Fill the air with happiness and Joy 

Cold 

White 

Winter 
Is here 

And it’s going to be fun! 
 

  



 
 

Winter’s Inspiration 

by Leo 

 

As our classes went out to sled 

My poor toes, they turned red 

And as we got out to the hill 
My face truly did show thrill 

 

My toes tingled, my fingers froze 

Everyone was ready and the sleds roze 

Excited kids flew down the hill 
I think it’s my turn, and sled I will! 

 

Snowy Acrostic 
by Leo 
 

Slippery 

Laughter 

Entertaining 

Dangerous 

Daring 

Inspirational 

Narly  

Great Thrill 

 

 
Winter Haiku 

by Leo 
 

Sledding is a thrill 
Face plants are always funny 

Fast! Faster! YAHOO! 

  



 
 

Sledding 
By Dani 

 

I went outside and opened my eyes. 

I saw kids bringing sleds running 

through snow beds! I ran too, thinking of all 

the fun I can do! Sleds were shared 

from NK, me, Simon, Ethan, Henrik 

and Chris! All of us, made a sled 

bus! But then we tried solo, and it 

wasn’t too long before we went in… 

and drink HOT CHOCOLATE! 

 

 

Winter’s Inspiration 

by Gena 

 

Kids are sledding all around me, 

Their cheers of joy astound me,  

I cannot think of a better way, 

To spend this lovely winter day. 
 

Down the hill I run with friends, 

We play in the cold white snow and then, 

We jump and cheer, hoot and shout,  

Trading sleds round about. 
 

As the untouched snow lay before us,  

We think of what winter has in store for us. 

  



 
 

snow  
by Lata 
 

The rush you feel when you go outside  
on a cold, snowy, and breezy afternoon 
the rush you feel to go down the hill 
you hear the kids screaming all the way down                                               
then walking back up for another shot  
 

 

Sledding Fun 

by Lata 
 
Sledding with friends having fun 

Loving it 
Exciting screams while going down 
Diving in for a fast one  
Diving in to get your sled     
Inviting people to join you on your sled 
Numb toes and fingers all around you are numb  
Going up and going down again and again until it is time 
to go into our warm and wonderful school 
  



 
 

A Thick Line Of Kids Ran To The Hill 
By Anna M 

 
   

A thick line of kids ran to the hill. 
I was with no doubt filled with thrill. 
I ran and through myself onto my sled. 
Down the glistening slope I sped. 
All I could hear were kids’ laughs. 
People making brand new paths. 
But me, I was silent, too happy to make a sound. 
I succeeded in snowboarding, the wind nipped my ears. 
When I finished my ears were filled with cheers. 
So many happy sounds surrounding me. 
So many kids screaming with glee. 
The powdery snow was flattened into trails. 
As I watched people’s wipeouts, their CRAZY AWESOME fails! 
Friends making snow angels in the pure white snow. 
Mr. C gave me the wicked spin, like a pro. 
In a blue saucer I spun really fast. 
I whisked down the hill, it was a blast! 
Having so much fun, with exactly ZERO stress. 
Sipping hot chocolate, I say, sledding was a success! 

 

 
Tomato faces 

By Anna M 

Outside, in the chilly air, 
faces became tomatoes. 
Smooth, pale cheeks slowly changed, 
into big, bright, red tomatoes. 

           Small, round and pointy noses, slowly changed, 
into little, bright cherry tomatoes. 
I could feel my face, slowly changing, 
into one big, bright, ripe tomato. 
Outside, in the chilly air, 
faces became tomatoes! 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

I love sledding 

By Grace 

I love sledding 

 

I love sledding because if you fall, everyone laughs, even you 

 

I love sledding because you can be as loud as you want, and nobody 

cares 

 

I love sledding because of all the flops, falling, and flying in to the 

bright, white and not always soft snow 

 

I love sledding because there is always more than one person on a sled, 

but not for long 

 

I love sledding because all the teachers fall with us, and don’t get mad 

 

But most of all I love sledding because all the people and friends 

 

Hot Cocoa 

by Grace 

 

Sweet steaming cocoa 

Small marshmallows in my cup 

Oh No! It’s all gone! 

                                     
 

 

Sledding haiku 

By Dani 

 

Sledding is awesome 

You go down hills very fast 

Nothing beats sledding 

 



 
 

Poems by Ben A 
 

Snowboarding was being tried 

Landings and wipeout  

Entertaining fails 

Dangerously fast sleds whoosh!!!!! 

Incredible 3 sled trains   

Nice day in crisp November air 

Going fast down the hill happily!!!! 
 

 
Down the hill I go 

I love wiping out 
Shooting super-FAST! Down, Down 

That looked like fun! 

 
Wipeout 

I got on the board 

and I shot down the hill - fast 
and then, well wipeout 

 

Hot chocolate 

Hot chocolate inside 

warm and delightful slurp, slurp 

yum, yum what a day!!! 
 

 

  



 
 

Sledding Fun! 

by Madison 

 

Chills swirl around me 

cheers in the air 

sleds moving swiftly 

kids being fair  

 

Snow in my face  

let’s have a race 

snowflakes like lace 

falling with grace 

 

Friends having fun 

too bad no more sun 

but winter games they lie ahead 

I’ll sled all day till time for bed! 

 

  



 
 

Sledding Fun 

By Skylar 
 

Here it comes 

the main event 
that big hill  
will be ours 

 

Kids everywhere 

having fun 

sledding down that big hill 
races, trains, and don’t forget 

sled boarding  
 

Chilly faces 

rosy noses 

don’t forget  
frozen toes 

 

The fun must end 

it’s time to go 

but we’ll be back 

for that big main event 

 

 

  



 
 

Sledding  

By Emma W 

 

Sledding down the hill  

everything whizzing by me 

I whoosh to a stop 

 

A good friend and I  

quickly whizz down the big hill 

to make snow angels   
 

I stand on the sled  

waiting then whoosh I take off 

I whizz down the hill hooooo 

 

My hot chocolate  

steaming hot, burning my tongue 

stings my mouth  

marshmallows melting slowly  

into white sweetness 

 

 

 

 It Snowed last night. That means in fifth grade it is 

SLEDDING DAY!  Classmates brought sleds, and we all dressed for 

the cold. I Love sledding! We even get hot chocolate with 

marshmallows at the end. 

When all of the fifth grade classes get outside, we all run out 

to the hill. I was one of the first to go down the hill. “Emma, let’s 

make a sled train,” said a friend. I say OK! After all of the fun 

outside, we go back inside and have hot chocolate while writing 

poetry. ToDay was winter’s inspiration!      



 
 

Snowboarding 

By Kellen 

 

So fun I never wanted to stop 

Nobody wants to leave 

On the hill people flip and fling 

Wondering when my turn will come 

Boards fly in the air after people fall 

Outside in the cold wet snow 

All of the people are sledding 

Rarely people would make it all of the way down 

Daredevils go down the steepest part of the hill  

In the glimmering snow everyone has so much fun 

Never will I leave the snowy state of Wisconsin 

Giving my sled to someone else I have to find another 

 

 
The big long Train 
By Kellen 
 

Too many people going down at once 

Racing down with 5 other people 

As the train breaks up everyone flops on their backs 

In the sleds 3 people lay 

Nobody is not having fun 

 

I like the sledding 

Close to the bottom of the hill 

Everyone in! 
 
  



 
 

Sledding 
By Jacob 
 
Snowboarding on sleds 

Letting sleds go down the hill 
Epic wipeouts 

Dangerous high speeds 

Ice and snow wonderland 

Never letting go of the sled 

Getting a face full of snow 
 

 
 

Hot Chocolate 
By Jacob 

 

Marshmallows melting 

The cup is too hot to hold 

Steaming hot cocoa 

 

Snowboarding 
By Jacob 

 

Falling of the sled 

Grasping the string very tight 
Trying not to fall 

 

Epic Wipeouts 
By Jacob 

 

Flying of the sled train 

Sledding down and down, wipeout!! 
Gear is getting soaked 



 
 

Winter Haikus 

By Saby 
 

A Sledding Haiku 

Speeding down the hill, 
1,000 miles per hour, 
Never going to stop. 

 

A Snowflake Haiku 

Snowflakes falling down 

Forming magnificent shapes 

Shining like the sun. 
 

An Ice Haiku 

Slipping and sliding, 
All day long on the white ice, 

I can’t stop slipping. 
 

A Hot chocolate Haiku 

The milky warmness, 
Is flooding through your body, 

Tasty as ever. 
 

 
            
 

  



 
 

The Snowy Poetry 

By Kia 

 

 

Yay! It’s coming  
that big hill we’ve all been waiting for 

will be taken over by us 

 
It’s so snowy outside 

and so many sleds to sled on 

everybody is sledding different ways 

and everybody sharing sleds 

 
A lot of sledding prints on the snow 

as people are sledding I see snowflakes in their hair 
and I also saw red, red rosy noses 

and I felt my hands getting numb and cold 
 

As we come in from sledding 

we drunk some hot hot chocolate, 
as I was drinking, I felt it melting in my body 

and it made me really cozy and warm 
 

When I went home 

I felt so happy 

I told my mom all about it and she was really happy that I was happy 

that was the best school day so far 
 
 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Thrill 

By Emma E 

Beginning 

The snow crunches 

As I hurry as fast as my fat, snow-panty legs can carry me 

“Hurry!” “Let’s go!” 
 

Middle 

The chilly snow 

Sprays in my face 

As the world spins around me 

Letting go 

I let instinct steer me 

This is one of those times 

Losing control is alright 
I disappear into my own world 

Asking for more and more 

Adrenaline is a fast moving current through me 

I’m in a spinning stream 

Crashing and turning 

The bitter cold 

Doesn’t matter 
Rushing 

Spinning 

Gone  
 

End 

Trudging inside 

I am refreshed 

Renewed 

A rosy blush from the biting cold 

Has formed on my nose 

And cheeks 

The thrill 
A wonderful memory 
 

  



 
 

Sled  
By Brooke 

Super-duper FUN. I went sledding the other day I had a lot of fun!  

Lightning fast! I went sledding down the hill and I went super-fast! 

Entertaining! I could have been outside sledding for hours! 

Diamonds! The snow sparkled like diamonds!  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

  



 
 

Winter Inspiration Poems 

Lily H. 

 

Living in Winter 

 

The brisk winter air reddens my cheeks, 
numbs me from my feet to my face. 

The hill below me is calling, 
waiting for me to slide down at uncontrollable speeds. 

 
Other kids are laughing, having fun, 

but all I know is my sled, the hill, 
and the powdery snow. 

I feel adrenaline and I know this is living. 
The winter wind howling, 

the snow flurrying down to below, 
the kids laughing, the brisk winter air. 

This is what winter is all about! 
 

 
 
Flurrying 

The snow is coming down in little white puffs 
in flurries 

Soft as a blanket 
it gently covers the ground 
recovering our tracks 
leaving no trace that we were ever here 

When we step down  
the snow muffles the sound 

The snow gently sitting there 

In flurries 

 

                         

  



 
 

Winter day  
By Cady 
 

Kids were slip, slip, sliding on sleds  

down the slippery snow covered hill. 

their happy shouts surround me making me smile. 

I race some friends down the hill, 

then plopped down in snow. 

I silently have sweet dreams about hot chocolate, 

sitting still with 

hopefully, 

marshmallows. 

A shout surprises us who are sitting soundly 

at the bottom of the steep hill. 

It is optional for those who wish to go indoors 

to the warm, warm classroom. 
 

 

Sledding 

by Cady 

 

Snow falling softly to the ground 

Laughter fills the air 

Everyone is enjoying the break from working 

Dancing in the air are snowflakes 

Diving down the hill and kerplunking in the snow  

      SpInning down the slippery snow covered hill 

Nobody could be recognized they were going to fast  

  The Ground is spinning before my eyes as I speed down the hill 



 
 

       

Winter Poems 

by Emilia  

 

Winter winds blowing  
Snow beautifully floating 

Snowing gracefully 
 

Happy times are here 

Time for happiness and cheer 
Dancing, laughing, fun 

 

Giggles and laughter 
Happiness now and after  

Cheer in everyone 
 

Silliness, ha ha  
Singing carols, la la la 

Snug and cozy, ah 
 

Reading in winter 
Cozy and warm in our beds 

Happy, cozy, warm 
 

Footsteps in the snow 

Watch the snow carefully blow 

Skating, skiing, whoosh 
 

Holidays galore 

Merry, happy times about 
Go ahead and shout 

 

No more in the gloom 

It’s time to go and play, yay 

Have a happy day 

  



 
 

Joy Of Snow 
By Bani 

 
 

When Mr. C said, "Hi," with a smile on his face 
I could see it 
I could see the excitement on our faces 

Myself with thrill  
Running through my body 
Like going up in a rollercoaster 
    
*   *   *   
 
"Come on, come on snow pants get on for goodness sake"  
Those words echoed through the hallways 
I was included. 
    
*    *    * 
 
Kids on top of kids on top of kids 

Kids climbing on top of each other just to get out 
Snow pants swishing back and forth 

FREEDOM! 
Everybody was out running with excitement 
    
*    *     * 
 
Sharing is caring 

Sharing sleds is also caring 

And that's what we were doing 
But . . . 
We were not sharing snot 
Mr. C gave me some twists 

My reaction?  
"AHHHHHHHHHHH" 
    
*    *    * 
 
We went in and took of our gear and had hot chocolate 

Being with other people is better than being by yourself 
I closed my eyes and thanked Mr. C 

  



 
 

Winter 
by Batool 
 
I can’t believe it’s winter already                 
Summer and fall went by so fast 
My cheeks are bright red 
same with my nose 
I can’t believe its winter already  
 

Coming again and again by surprise 
Over and over again down that hill 
Loud voices of kids rushing down the hill                                        
Days are shorter now 
 

 

 

Winter Inspiration 
by Aileen  

 

I see the snow falling from the sky, 

the winter weather is as cold as ice cream 

the sky was foggy 

I asked the sun to come out 

but it won’t so I lay there.  

At a far distance I hear laughter 

I run in the breeze  

hopefully I don’t freeze! 

When it’s time to go in I say goodbye 

  



 
 

Sledding 

By Jordan 
 

I got in the sled. 

I was sledding down the hill. 

I went down again. 

 

I wanted to sled. 

I was standing on a sled. 

I wiped-out sledding. 

 

It was so much fun. 

Sledding is the best ever. 

Sledding is awesome. 

 

I got hot cocoa. 

The hot cocoa was awesome. 

Marshmallows are good. 

 

Looking at the snow. 

The snow was inviting me. 

So cold in the snow. 

 

  



 
 

Sledding Fun 
Poems By Sigrid 

 
Friends having much fun 
Snow brushing against my face 
Sledding is awesome 
 
Winter wonderland 
Sparkling, cool snow glistens 
White desert sandstorm 
 
Glistening, icy 
Snowflakes swirl all around me 
Calmish, glittering 
 
Kids all wiping out 
Playing in the white desert 
All having good times 
 
Cool, cold, chilly wind 
Running across my forehead 
But I stick with it 

 
I’m gonna do it 
Standing up on the big sled 
Yes, I’m snowboarding 
 
Faster I must go 
Don’t get snow down your jacket 
Zooming past, so fast 
 
Tiny snowflakes twirl 
Clouds overtake the blue sky 
Wind rushing again 
 
Waiting in the line 
Small snowflakes are on the fly 
Finally my turn 
 
No, the teacher calls 
Time to go into the school 
I had loads of fun 

 

 

  



 
 

Winter Day 

By Anna S 

 

Ahhhh! Down, down, down the sled goes, 

where it will end nobody knows. 

I hear cheers of joy and cries of laughter. 

What other way to spend a beautiful cold winter day. 
 

Even though there aren’t enough sleds to go around, 

the way people share will truly astound. 

Once you go down, 

there is no telling where you will be found. 
 

The icy breeze will definitely freeze, 

so be aware and also prepare, 

for a beautiful cold winter day. 
 

After playing in the snow, 

we were welcomed by a warm mug of hot coco. 

It was very nice,   

to be out of the ice 

and to have a cup of hot chocolate by your side. 
 

After sledding, 

it was time for writing. 

As we wrought our poems, 

we were also thinking. 

What a beautiful cold winter day it was today. 

  



 
 

Poetry In Winter  

By Natalie 

 

One wintry day I went sledding with the whole V.H.E fifth grade. 

I was going down the hill and the wind splashed me in the face, the snow crunched under the sled, I 

was zooming so fast I did not even feel it. 
When I saw my friends go, they whipped down the hill like a cheetah running through Africa at top 

speed. 
Mr. C spun me down the hill like a merry-go-round spinning super-fast. 

Everyone started to snow board on the sleds. 
Anna pushed herself down the hill and stayed on the snowboard-sled, everyone who saw her do it 

clapped.  
I had a terrific Tuesday sledding down the slippery snowy slope. 

 

 

 

Hot Chocolate 

by Natalie 

 

Hot hot hot be careful not to drop the hot hot chocolate.   

Original hot chocolate mixes in my cup while marshmallows fill to the top. 

The sled hill is abandoned while people are inside.  

 

Careful to not drop the hot hot chocolate even when it burns your skin.  

Hopeful people drink their hot chocolate with care and delight.  

Ordinary people love the warmth of hot chocolate in their mouths.  

Colors dance in my head after I drink my hot chocolate toasty and warm. 

Over the top hot chocolate dances on my tongue. 

Laughing was so much fun while people were drinking their hot chocolate. 

Amazing hot chocolate swirls down my throat warming my body. 

The sled hill is empty while kids and teachers are inside. 

Everyone seems so happy while they drink their hot chocolate. 

 

  



 
 

Sledding Paradise                 

by Rowan  
 

 The snow was crystal clear 

 The weather was pretty dull and cloudy 

 The sledding was pretty fun 

 Did wipe outs and rolls 

And to finish it off: hot chocolate 

 

 
Winter’s Inspiration 

By Dylan 

 

 Sledding 

We went out to sled 

It was snowy outside 

I sledded downhill 
There were many people there 

It was fun out there 

 

   

 

Hot Chocolate 

We went back inside 

We lined up near the table 

We took hot chocolate 

We went to our desks and drank 

It was very good 

 

  



 
 

Winters Inspiration 
By Ingrid 

 

Snowflakes falling from the sky  

I hope it’s never time to say goodbye  

kids laughing joy and cheer    
I’m glad it’s this time of the year 

 

    The snow is one of the most extreme powder of the season 

    It makes people laugh and enjoy winter 
    When you come in you feel the nice warm air inside 

    and then you drink hot cocoa 
 

        Lots of people Sharing  

    Laughter 
                      I see  Everyone having fun 

        Now the  Day is done 

 

Zoom  

By Lucie 

 

Ready set 

here I go 

zooming past all those who approach 

I’m going very far  

faster than the fastest race car 

I open my eyes carefully  

and see speeding frozen crystals all beside me 

 

I come to a sudden stop 

and climb the slippery slope 

clutching the sled in one hand 

praying not to drop it 

once I get to the top 

it’s not so fine 

just because there’s a giant line! 

  



 
 

Sledding Poems 

By Vaughn 

 

Sledding is so cool  

Trying to build good snow jumps 

It was so much fun  
 

So much snow outside  

Sledding, Sledding, more Sledding 

All afternoon long 

 

The snow white but ruined 

Sledding was really awesome 

We had so much fun 

 

The snow was so white 

Jack Frost must have come last night 

Sledding is awesome 

 

Jack Frost came last night 

He made everything snow white 

So we went sledding 

 

  



 
 

Winter 
By Katja 

 
Wonderful white flakes of snow dancing to earth. 

 

Icy chills creeping down my back. 

 

Nothing moves, but the cold breath of Jack Frost. 

 

Trees without branches shiver and huddle, trying to keep out of the cold. 

 

Endless white, goes on forever. 

 

Roaring laughter fills the air as kids stampede down to the hill, carrying sleds, 

preparing for the fun of winter.  
 

 

Cold, icy wind, blows in my face as I crash into snow, again and again.  

The world is a wonderland of white.  

Sparkling, whirling snow, shrieks of laughter, fun…  

It’s the inspiration of winter.  

 

  



 
 

Cold Winter Wind 
By Emmely 

Cold windy breeze 

Over and over again going up and down 

Loud voices of kids 

Down and up we go  

 
We all laugh in cheer 

Inspiration comes to me 

Nothing can stop me from sledding 

The snow came too early this year 

Everybody wants to play 

Run like the wind 

 

We all want to sled 

In the winter everybody laughs 

Nothing can stop us from laughing 

Days are shorter 

 

 

Snow  
By Aiden 
 

Sledding, snowball fights, snow forts, so awesome 

Nobody is not having an awesome time 

Outside, snow is literally everywhere  

Who would not want to play in snow 

 



 
 

Winters’ Inspiration  

By Aiden 

 

Room 112, 110, and 109 went out to sled 

When we got outside my hands turned red 

I couldn't wait to sled down the hill 
I thought it would be a big thrill till… 

                                           
                                          Whoosh! Crash! Slam! 
 

                                 Vimas and I couldn't feel our toes 

Man I should have worn warmer clothes 

Then Mr.C said we could go in  
As we got in I tripped over the lunch bin 

 

I almost forgot we were going to drink hot chocolate 

I was cold so I put on my jacket 
There is totally no better way  

To spend this great winter day 
 
 

Cold Windy Day 

by Ranaiya  
Wind howling, sleds crunching on the snow  

Feet smashing through the snow 

People laughing having a good nice time 

Hands freezing like ice  

People falling down the snowy big hill/mountains 

People throwing snow balls going in people’s face like a cold fountain 

 People talking about how cold it is 

  



 
 

Winter’s Inspiration 
By Benjamin 

 
Winter sledding so fun and so chilly. 

When we go up and go down my hands are freezing.  
But all of second I want an Izee. 
 

Sledding oh so fun but not with gum.  

I like sledding when I have a bun.  
I do not like sledding when my fingers  
and nose get oh so cold.  
The snow crunches 

and munches when I go down a hill.  
It jumps in the air like a hare.  
 

Sledding makes me feel relaxed  

in a way that makes me feel good and cool.  
It makes me calm when I go down a hill.  
The sound of the snow behind me makes a sound 

like boots walking in the snow crunch, munch, frunch.      
          

I like to go sledding when it's chilly  

with my friend good Oh Billy  
because he makes me feel so silly.  
We have lots 

of fun in no sun  
eating our marshmallows on a bun.  
 

  



 
 

Winter inspirations 

By Nathan 

S supernatural                 

L   leaning   Slippery  

E elven    Necessary   

D dismantled         cOld 

S sleds    Wild 

snow             
                        
 

                      The first thing I see. 
                      Is the wet snow covered ground. 
                      The hill resided.  
                      The ride was really awesome.  
                      We had a really good time.      
                           
                    
      We start to go down.                                                   
      We are greeted by the snow. 
      We start to slide down. 
                                              
 

                                             The sleds hit the hill. 
                                              We gain speed as we slide down. 
                                              Sledding is awesome. 

 

  



 
 

Winter’s Inspiration 
by Patrick 

 

one day room 110 went out to sled, 
and all of our faces immediately turned red. 

whoosh, tumble, laugh, the kid where flying everywhere, 
on the first way down, fast, fast, fast I went until that fateful bump, 

when I fell of the sled, everything was white and it was over so fast, 
that it was like the breeze flowing through a sieve. 

 

Sledding 

          Left in the dust 

        Everything fast 

            Done in moments 

   
Winter Haiku 

sledding is a big thrill  
snow forts, snowball fights, and fun 

winter is the best! 
 

 Snowy goodness 

    No not having fun 

         Outdoor awesomeness 

  Winter for the win! 
 

happy kids everywhere 

awesome stunts all the time  
fast sledding everywhere 

  



 
 

 

Winter’s Inspiration 

By Kento 
 

Snow 

Snowballs, Snowboard, Snow forts, Sledding, Sliding on ice, 

Nobody isn’t having fun, Not as good without hot chocolate, 

Outstanding amounts of snow, Okay, but better than spring and fall,  

Weather is the best, Wipeouts don’t hurt in the winter, Winter is the best, 

 
 
 
 

Sledding 

Sledding is awesome 

Sliding down a slope with thrill 
And do it again 

 

 

Sledding 

All the exhilaration rushing me, 
the cold air fanning me, 

the snowy conditions made a good sledding path, 
I jump on my sled and hit the snow which splattered everywhere, 

When the sled glides gracefully down the hill and comes to a gradual stop, 
I get up and do it again 

  



 
 

Sledding 

By Zach 

Sledding was a great time. 
Leo and Benjamin. 
Ending of sledding down the hill. 
Down the hill. 
Diving. 
Ice. 
Nice time with friends. 
Going down the hill with my friends. 

 

 

Sledding Haikus 
by Yosef 

 

Sledding 

going down the hill 
slipping crazy I love it 
crash landing ouchie! 

 

Hot Cocoa 

so sweet tastes good 

love the way the cocoa smells 

warms your body 

 

  



 
 

Sledding time  
By Abby 

 
Whee!  
Zoom!  
down the hill we go  
with a bump and a jump  
laughing, shouting, having fun 
 

These are things you might see or hear  
when people are sledding, races 

sledding and chilly chills  
 

sled track after sled track after sled track 

until finally someone goes over  
and makes a new sled track after sled track after sled track 
 

yelling and shouting  
talking loudly  
down the white icy tracks with colorful beautiful sleds  
spinning  
spinning  
spinning 

until finally you stop  
 

It is all over  
unless you go up the hill again and again, and again and again 
 

Chilly 

Red 

Freezing faces 

boots that step in snow and make it turn a brownish black  
then they slowly melt 
 

Jackets that keep us warm from the icy, chilly snow  
that is run over again and again and again by sleds.  
 

Now we go inside 

we have had a lot of fun but it is not fully done… HOT CHOCOLATE! 

  



 
 

Poems by James 
   
   Wipe Out 
Whoosh “look out!” 

Twisting and turning “don’t hit him” 

Swoosh “whoa that was close” 

Wipeout!  
“Ah!” snow down my shirt 
 

 

                                            Hot Chocolate 

                               Hot chocolate so sweet  
                               You can feel it down your throat 
                               Warms you to the bone  
 

 

       Sledding  
Flurries everywhere  
People slipping and sliding  
People having fun  
                                  
 

   Sledding 

                                      Sliding flying feeling so alive  
                                      Twirling whirling everyone is flying 

                                      Whooshing and swooshing we are all flying  
 

 

 

The Fun of Winter 

I am having fun 

Flying down the big icy hill 
So fun  
Nothing beats the cold fun of winter 

  



 
 

Sledding 

by Garrett 

 

I was on the sled  

there I went and crashed  

 

Oww!  

My leg is hurt  

I’m not feeling so good  

 

Thanks you for the ride  

It is a sled train down the hill  

Wow! 

All the people crash  

 

My turn 

Fine you go  

Woosh!  

Yay crash!!  

Come on in  

 

I am cold  

The heater feels good  

I am warm  

We have real hot chocolate. 

  



 
 

Poems by Aidan B 

 

S liding down the slippery slidy snow. 
L etting the snow go down my back was a bad idea. 
E veryone was having a great time. 
D iving in the snow was not fun and it made you cold 

D aring, it was daring to go down the hill on a sled like it was a 
snowboard. 
I ce, the ICEy hill was very slippery. 
N umb, everybody’s faces were NUMB from falling in the cold snow.  
G ood, I had a GOOD time sledding and we should do it again. 
 

 

Sledding Haiku  
kids were snowboarding  

snowflakes falling from the sky 

sledding was a blast  
 

Hot chocolate  
it was really nice 

it warmed you right up to the bone 

it was so awesome!! 

 

Snow 
by Eun Seo Lee 

Snow, sleds, snowmen, snowballs, snowflakes. 

November, nice, new snow, nothing but fun and happiness.  

Outdoors, outstanding.  

Winter, wonderful, winter wonderland. 



 
 

 

Sledding 

By Catherine 

 

I ride down the hill, 
With my friends, 
Will we wipeout? 

That depends. 
 

We wipeout, 
But we don’t pout! 

We laugh and smile! 
We smile a mile! 

 

Sophie P. 
And me, 

We have a race! 
To see who can get to the bottom without falling on their face! 

 

We have to go inside, 
But I take one more slide! 

Down the hill I go, 
Face-first into the snow! 

 

Inside we drink cocoa, 
So we go loco! 

  



 
 

Ice Cube 

By Jeremiah 

 

 

When I went outside  
I felt the cool breeze pass by.  
On my first try  
I decided to go ahead and glide.  
 
I went so fast  
I thought I was gonna crash.  
I felt like I got a lash  
when I hit the ground real fast.  
 
When I got up  
I felt like Ice Cube’s ice cube.  
When the snow hit my face  
my brain turned into a  
milkshake! 

  



 
 

Sledding 

by Nana Kofi 

 

 

Ahh, sledding 

What fun you can have with sledding 

You could sled down solo 

Or you can sled down with friends 

 

Sledding can be a sport 

If you add some style 

Sledding can be a challenge 

If you use your sled as a snowboard 

 

Sledding could also be fun 

If you fall off your sled 

Just be careful and be sure  

That you don’t crash into your friends 

 

Sledding is exciting 

Sledding make us happy 

When you’re sledding, it gets fun 

Then you start laughing 

 

Ah, sledding 

What fun you can have with sledding. 

  



 
 

Winter’s Inspiration 

by Kyra 

 

Winter wonderland! 
Inspiration Everywhere! 

Take Time To Enjoy! 
Everyone Is Laughing! 

Remember This Day Forever! 
 

“Woosh!” I ripped through the snow on my sled. 
“Kapow!” I flew through the air. 
I fell into the rich, deep snow. 

I heard laughing so I laughed too. 
I was hauled to my feet. 

A blast of icy cold air hit me. 
I shivered. 

I was dragged up the hill to go again. 
 

 

Sledding down a hill 

Lumps after lumps of snow 

Everyone laughing 

Down, down, down 

  



 
 

Sledding as if the Snow Meant It 
By Molly 

 

The snow 

Didn’t really flow 

When we went sledding 

I bailed 

My friends sled failed  

When we went sledding 

Some kids blew  

Like they were blew by an unfriendly gust of wind 

 

After sledding 

We all went fledding  

Back into the school for cocoa 
 

 

 

An Extra Marshmallow 
By Molly 

 

It is kinda hard to wait 

Knowing that marshmallows are sitting there, looking tasty 

I just couldn’t resist 

I pop the marshmallow into my mouth 

I have a sudden NEED for that tasty dozen of marshmallow 

Well, it now appears I will only have a few marshmallows to eat  

With that tempting cup of cocoa 

This is Winter with me 

 

  



 
 

Super Man Sledding 
by David 

 

Shoosh Whoosh as I went off the jump  
I flew like Super Man soundly  
All I could see was white snow  
like Doomsday  
DON DON DON!!!!!  

 

 

Super 

November 

Outrageous   

Wonders   

     

  



 
 

Glory Shining 

by Rosie 
 

Get ready 

Grip tight 
Push off 
Snow crunching 

Lift off 
Flying high 

Glory shining 

Warming everything 

And everyone 

Bump, bump 

Earth again 

Slow stop 

Get out 
Stand up 

Glory shining 

Always shining 

 
 
Snow 

by Rosie 
 

Snow dancing 

Down to the earth 

Blanketing it 
In a chilly white cloak 

Sparkling  
When the sun  
Shines down 

On it 
Over time 

It will melt 
And disappear 
After all 
Snow  
Never  
Stays 

Forever 

  



 
 

Friday Sledding  

Freddy Style 
By Freddy 

 
Out the door 

F-A-S-T 

As Freddy can be! 

Woohoo! 
Freddy can’t wait 

To hit the hill! 
Freddy can’t wait 

To try new tricks 

On his sled 

Learned them at his old school. 

He was wet 

nose running cold 

Freddy didn’t care 

He loved it!  



 
 

 


